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The Force is strong with this series! Introducing a line of workbooks that marries the iconic popularity of Star Wars with
the unique mix of editorial quality, fun presentation, and rigorous educational standards that Workman applied to the
BRAIN QUEST Workbooks. Twelve titles launch the seriesÑthree each for Pre-K through 2nd GradeÑand dig deep into
core subjects, including numbers, ABCs, phonics, and reading readiness for younger grades, and math, reading, and
writing for the older ones. The material, which aligns with national Common Core State Standards, is designed to
reinforce essential concepts and lessons taught in schools. Any child, not just fans of Star WarsÑbut yes, those fans will
be especially delighted (as will reluctant learners)Ñwill love the ÒAÓ is for Anakin approach to phonics. Kids will practice
learning numbers by counting and circling X-wing starfighters and clone troopers. Master place values by sorting groups
of Wookiees. There are math problemsÑYoda is holding 7 lightsabers. 5 of the lightsabers are blue. The rest are green.
How many green lightsabers is he holding? And Language ArtsÑCircle the correct homophone in this sentence: Luke is a
Jedi knight/night. Featuring favorite characters like Luke Skywalker, Queen Amidala, Yoda, and Obi-Wan Kenobi, and
other creatures, monsters, Jedi, and Sith, the workbooks are filled with thousands of original illustrations drawing from all
six Star Wars movies and the expanded Star Wars universe. Learn well, you will.
Reinforces key reading and writing skills, including prepositional phrases, dialogue, recognizing fragments and run-on
sentences, reading comprehension, and more.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 1
Workbook reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow
explanations make learning fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key
concepts. Includes phonics, spelling, vocabulary, find the rhyme, addition, subtraction, skip counting, time, money, maps,
science, brain boxes, and much, much more.
The Disney Learning Magical Adventures in Preschool workbook takes young learners on an adventure through 200+
early math and reading activities! Classic Disney characters Minnie, Mickey, Donald, Daisy, Goofy, and Pluto encourage
kids as they learn important skills for school.
So your child knows about shapes. The next step is to be able to work with them, math-wise. This geometry book for
second grader is an ideal learning tool at home and in school. It effectively combines age-appropriate exercises and
challenges to push a child to think beyond preconceived comfort zones. Grab a copy of this workbook and add it to your
child's collection.
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Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 3
Workbook reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow
explanations make learning fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key
concepts. Includes spelling and vocabulary, parts of speech, reading comprehension, odds and evens, magic squares,
multiplication tables, Brain Boxes, and much more.
Stars, Squares, Triangles and Circles...the world is full of shapes and so is this unique Tub Time Poster.
An exciting Little Golden Book based on Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker! Can Rey, Finn, General Leia, Poe Dameron,
and the heroes of the brave Resistance save the galaxy from Kylo Ren and the evil First Order? The epic space saga,
Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker, is retold in the iconic Little Golden Book format! Featuring stunning retro illustrations,
this book is perfect for Star Wars--and Little Golden Book--fans of all ages! Star Wars has captivated millions worldwide
for almost forty years. The phenomenon began with the 1977 theatrical debut of Star Wars, later retitled A New Hope,
and has expanded to include six additional major motion pictures (The Empire Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi, The
Phantom Menace, Attack of the Clones, Revenge of the Sith, The Force Awakens, The Last Jedi, Solo: A Star Wars
Story, and The Rise of Skywalker), television programming, publishing, video games, and much more, with new films
coming every year.
Brain Quest is beloved by kids, trusted by parents, used and recommended by teachers. It’s the curriculum-based, fastpaced, question-and-answer game that challenges kids on the stuff they need to know, when they need to know it. It’s
the brand that says “It’s fun to be smart!” And it delivers. For the fourth edition every deck is thoroughly revised and
includes 20 percent new material. The content aligns with national and state standards and is overseen by the Brain
Quest Advisory Board, a panel of award-winning educators, each a recent state teacher-of-the-year award winner or a
recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator Award. The covers and cards have a refreshed design, giving Brain Quest a
cooler, updated look.
DK Workbooks: Spelling: First Grade is a great tool to supplement school curriculum help your first grade student learn
spelling concepts. DK Workbooks: Spelling are user-friendly workbooks are the easy, at-home way to support schoolwork
with targeted practice. Available in four curriculum-supporting levels, DK Workbooks: Spelling reinforces concepts such
as vowel sounds, consonant blends, syllables, plurals, and verb endings in exercises that support the Common Core
State Standards and cover everything students need to know about spelling. On each clearly organized worksheet,
summary fact boxes offer an at-a-glance introduction, identifying the key concepts being practiced. Concepts carry over
from page to page, strengthening skills through repetition while offering fresh challenges with every exercise. And with a
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parents' section filled with answers, tips, and guidance, caregivers have easy access to all the expertise they need to
help their children learn spelling.
Make learning an intergalactic adventure!
It's fun to learn the Who Was? way! Introducing a new series of workbooks that explore Social Studies and Science
topics for curious kids and Who Was? fans alike. Fans of Who Was?, the #1 New York Times Best-Selling series, are
sure to love this workbook filled with reading passages based on their favorite historical figures! The interactive writing
prompts at the end of each passage make the educational material more engaging, and allow young learners to apply the
skills they've been practicing in an exciting, and creative way. With material that aligns with national Common Core
Standards and is vetted by a top educational consultant, Who Was? Workbooks are designed to reinforce social studies
and science lessons introduced in the classroom in an accessible way for young learners everywhere. This workbook
also includes stand-alone activities like crossword puzzles, fill-in-the-blank word games, and word searches that readers
can solve for extra Who Was? fun!
Hooray for second grade! This award-winning workbook reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom with a fresh approach
to developing skills for school success. With over 250 pages of fun puzzle-based activities including Highlights(TM) Hidden
Pictures®, second graders will practice a variety of skills in subjects like language arts, math, and science through exercises that
will boost their confidence and supplement what they're learning in school. The book also has an introduction with simple tips for
parents, a Certificate of Achievement, and online activities. Developed with educational experts, teacher-approved, and aligned
with state standards, this workbook will engage students and get them excited about learning! Includes: Reading Phonics
Vocabulary Grammar Cursive Addition and subtraction Fractions Time Social studies Map skills Science and more! Winner, Family
Choice Award Winner, PAL (Play Advances Language) Award A Parents' Choice Recommended Book PAL (Play Advances
Language) Top Ten Pick
When BB-8 is separated from his master, Poe Dameron, on the lonely desert planet of Jakku, he has no choice but to keep rolling.
It's all up to him to get a top-secret map back to the Resistance so they can find Luke Skywalker and save the galaxy from the evil
First Order. It's scary to have a big job when you're just a little droid on your own. But BB-8 isn't alone for long. As he speeds
across the sand, BB-8 meets all kinds of strangers who need his help. Should he do good things, as Poe always told him, or will
that get in the way of his mission? See how everyone's favorite little astromech droid makes friends and foils enemies in this funny
and exciting new Star Wars adventure!
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 4 Workbook
reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make learning fun,
interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes language arts, word searches
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and crosswords, idea clusters, multiplication and division, story problems, geometry, graphs, time lines, Brain Boxes, and much
more.
Test Prep Books' Common Core Math Grade 2 Workbook: Second Grade Math Workbook & Practice Questions for 2nd Grade
Common Core Math Made by Test Prep Books experts for test takers trying to achieve a great score on the Common Core exam.
This comprehensive study guide includes: -Quick Overview Find out what's inside this guide! -Test-Taking Strategies Learn the
best tips to help overcome your exam! -Introduction Get a thorough breakdown of what the test is and what's on it! -Operations
and Algebraic Thinking -Number and Operations in Base Ten -Measurement and Data -Geometry -Practice Questions Practice
makes perfect! -Detailed Answer Explanations Figure out where you went wrong and how to improve! Studying can be hard. We
understand. That's why we created this guide. Each section of the test has a comprehensive review created by Test Prep Books.
These reviews go into detail to cover all of the Common Core math standards. The Test Prep Books Common Core practice test
questions are followed by answer explanations. If you miss a question, it's important to understand why. That way, you can avoid
missing it again in the future. The answer explanations will help you learn from your mistakes. Knowing the latest test-taking
strategies is essential for the exam. A test taker has to understand the material that is being covered. They also must be familiar
with test strategies. These strategies are necessary to properly use the time provided. They also help test takers complete the test
without making any errors. Test Prep Books has provided the top test-taking tips. Anyone planning to take this exam should take
advantage of this Test Prep Books study guide. Purchase it today to receive access to: -Common Core math worksheets -Updated
Common Core math problems -Test-taking strategies and Common Core math examples
An all-new Star Wars Little Golden Book! Can Rey, Finn, Poe Dameron, General Leia, Chewbacca, and the Brave Resistance
save the galaxy from Kylo Ren and the evil First Order? Featuring stunning retro illustrations, this Little Golden Book is perfect for
Star Wars fans of all ages! Star Wars has captivated millions worldwide for almost forty years. The phenomenon began with the
1977 theatrical debut of Star Wars, later retitled A New Hope, and has expanded to include six additional major motion pictures
(The Empire Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi, The Phantom Menace, Attack of the Clones, Revenge of the Sith, The Force
Awakens, The Last Jedi, Solo: A Star Wars Story, and The Rise of Skywalker), television programming, publishing, video games,
and much more, with new films coming every year.
Make learning fun with curriculum-based exercises and activities from a galaxy far, far away...
This Star Wars Workbook brings editorial quality, fun presentation, and rigorous Common Core educational standards to 3rd grade reading
and writing - featuring Finn from "The Force Awakens."
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away... A world is threatened. A young queen must save her people. A dark evil rises again. A young jedi
is discovered. The journey begins.
Learn well, you will. Show the Jawas which decimals are greater. Multiply fractions to find out how many coins Han Solo has. Play tic-tac-toe
with the Jedi to practice rounding skills. Make learning an intergalactic adventure! From the creators of BRAIN QUEST and from the iconic
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world of Star Wars, 4thGrade Math is 96 full-filled pages of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key math skills, including
multiplying large numbers, adding and subtracting fractions, using a protractor, geometry, and more. All content aligns with national Common
Core State Standards Vetted by the award-winning teachers on the Brain Quest Advisory Board Illustrated throughout with hundreds of Star
Wars characters, creatures, planets, starships, and more The Force is strong with Star Wars Workbooks!
DK Workbooks: Geography: Third Grade is a great tool to supplement school curriculum help your third grade student learn geography
concepts. Level by level, these write-in DK Workbooks: Geography offer at-home practice that kids actually enjoy — making them ideal
supplements to schoolwork. Designed to support the Common Core State Standards, this series is developed with leading educational
experts to build confidence and understanding. Each leveled workbook, for children ages three through nine, is packed with activities and
challenges, offering the beneficial repetition and cumulative learning that lead to mastery. Fact boxes on each page give a simple overview of
the topics being covered, helping children get their bearings, review the basics, and often see an example of the task at hand. The exercises
themselves reinforce key geography topics, including: map reading, compass directions, continents, countries and states, borders, bodies of
water, and more.
"Six movies... a lot of LEGO bricks"--Cover.
2nd Grade MathWorkman Publishing
The Disney Learning Magical Adventures in Kindergarten workbook takes young learners on an adventure through 200+ grade-specific math
and language arts activities!
Spectrum(R) Math for grade 2 keeps kids at the top of their math game using progressive practice, math in everyday settings, and tests to
monitor progress. The math workbook covers addition, subtraction, identifying shape components, and using measurement systems. A bestselling series for well over 15 years, Spectrum(R) still leads the way because it works. It works for parents who want to give their child a leg
up in math. It works for teachers who want their students to meet—and surpass—learning goals. And it works to help children build confidence
and advance their skills. No matter what subject or grade, Spectrum provides thorough practice and focused instruction to support student
success.
The updated and expanded ultimate guide to the minifigures of the LEGO® Star Wars® galaxy DK's LEGO®Star Wars® Character
Encyclopedia: Updated and Expanded now includes many more new LEGOStar Wars minifigures! Discover incredible LEGO Star Wars facts,
such as which minifigure is the rarest and which can be found in the most LEGO sets. This updated and expanded edition contains 72
additional pages of new minifigures and includes an exclusive minifigure to add to your collection. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob
configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2015 The LEGO Group. Produced by DK Publishing under license
from the LEGO Group. © & TM 2015 LUCASFILM LTD
The Disney Learning Magical Adventures in Second Grade workbook offers 200+ grade-specific math and language arts activities featuring
Pixar friends from The Incredibles, Toy Story, Finding Dory, and more.
**3 BOOKS IN 1!** Building a strong foundation in math is essential for children in the first grade. The activities in this 3-in-1 Super Workbook
are designed to help your student become familiar with math concepts like numbers and operations, solid and plane shapes, and graphs and
charts. They will help your child to catch up, keep up, and get ahead—and best of all, to have lots of fun doing it! Here are some of the great
features you'll find inside: BASIC MATH The Cupcake Eater Counting cupcakes on a plate, and then crossing off the eaten cupcakes and
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counting how many are left, helps children learn subtraction. MATH GAMES & PUZZLES Safe Crackers Children write numbers from
smallest to largest or identify place-value digits to find the right combination for a safe. SHAPES & GEOMETRY Get In Place Children draw a
line from each picture outside a Venn diagram to where it belongs inside the diagram, matching food and objects of different shapes. Give
your child's confidence a boost with First Grade Super Math Success!
Introducing an essential addition to the 5-million-copy bestselling Brain Quest Workbook series! 5th graders can reinforce what they learn in
school with a workbook from Brain Quest. The book boasts 300 pages jam-packed with curriculum-based activities and exercises in every
subject, with a focus on math and language arts. Original full-color illustrations throughout give the book a bright, lively style that will appeal to
older kids. It is engaging, user-friendly, and written to make schoolwork fun. Fifth graders will enhance their skills in reading comprehension,
multiplication and division, fractions and decimals, algebraic thinking, and probability and data. The workbook covers spelling and vocabulary,
writing, social studies, science, and more. Written in consultation with the Brain Quest Advisory Panel of award-winning teachers specific to
each grade level, and with all content aligned with Common Core standards. Plus fun stuff: Each workbook comes with a mini-deck with 100
all-new Brain Quest questions and answers.
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